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BERGEN
Renowned for the seven neighbouring mountains and some of the world’s
most beautifully preserved wooden houses, the beguiling city of Bergen
has developed into Norway’s second largest city since it was founded
over 900 years ago. The vibrant city brings different dimensions of
culture into one, from museums to art galleries, dining and cultural
events, be prepared to be inspired.
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What to see
Bryggen Hanseatic Wharf


★

– The Historic Harbour district has

played an important part in the past, acting as part of the
Hanseatic leagues trading empire between the 14th – 16th century;
it is now chock full of restaurants, studios and boutique shops,
waiting to be explored by visitors.

Market Square

★

– Located at the southeast end of the city’s

main harbour, the bustling atmosphere derived from the 700 year
old fish marketing has continued to the present. Indulge yourself
in traditional Norwegian market place atmosphere.

Grieg Hall


★

– Fan of daring architecture? The Grieg Hall won't

disappoint.

Bergenhus Fortress


★

– Since the 16th century, the old

Bergenhus Fortress has dominated the entrance to Bergen's harbour
and remains one of the most remarkable establishment in
Scandinavia.

Fantoft Stavkirke


★

– This historical piece of architecture

was originally built in Fortun in 1150. During the 1800s, the
magnificent structure was threatened by demolition, but was
bailed and moved to Fantof. Later in the 20th century, the
building was destroyed by arson and was later rebuilt to what it
is today.

The most beautiful train ride

★

– Enjoy one of the most

spectacular views at 1222 metres above sea level. The award
winning Bergensbanen has been named the World’s most beautiful
train ride several times.
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Where to eat/drink
Hanne På Høyden


★

– Fancy something organic? This is the

place for you! Sourced from local suppliers just the other side
of the seven mountains, the modern cuisine offered guarantees to
be fresh and traditional.
★

Enhjøringen

– The perfect match for seafood lovers, the

To Kokker

– After strolling down a back alley and up a



seafood heavy menu will have fish lovers struggle for choice. The
ambience driven by its antique style interior and furniture will
evoke the atmosphere of a bygone era.


★

flight of stairs, you will arrive to To Kokker. We assure you the
detour is worth it! Make sure you try their exquisite elk
carpaccio or musselsoup, and indulge in the oven baked cod or
turbot with nut butter.

Krok og Krinkel Bokcafè


★

– Enter into the world of

relaxation and delight. Situated along a narrow, quiet
cobblestone street, the cafe offers an incredible environment to
digest the glamour of Bergen.
★

Henrik Øl & Vinstove


– Fancy a Norwegian or Scandinavian

craft beer? Henrik offers a selection of over 50 craft beers on
tap and if you don’t know what to choose from, a prompt and
friendly service is there to help, offering an extensive
knowledge of the pub’s beers.
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We look forward to welcoming you in Bergen

